
yeah, it can be tough to remember things like major minor relatives on the 
fly when you're already nervous about playing live. but over time if you 
revisit the idea and work with it you'll find it'll sink in. like anything we learn 
on guitar. here's something to try when making up a lead... since you know
all five pentatonic shapes and thus know all five root notes for each shape 
starting on the 6th string --- well, they are the same on the 1st string too. 
some simple finger taping will make you look like a guitar god. example...if 
playing in A minor...on the 1st string only... put your left han index finger at 
the 5th fret (A) and your pinky at the 8th fret and then tap the 10th fret and 
pull off to the 8th and pull that off to the 5th. all three notes are pentatonic 
and will work quite well with any chord in an Aminor progression but best 
with the A chord - especially a power chord. so if it's a 1-4-5 progression 
(A-D-E) you put your index finger of left hand at the root for the chord (A 
5th fret / D 10th fret / E 12th fret or open) and then use yur ring finger or 
pinky for the next pentatonic note in line and then tap the next pentatonic 
note in line with your right hand. you can even change up the tapping 
pattern. but i find the descending tap and pull off easy and can get 
lightening fast. doing them in triplet or sextuplet can have a great feel. then
if you're really feeling it...instead of always using the next pentatonic note 
up skip every other one. and maybe move them or alternate them for 
variation. the next note up pattern can also be easily done without tapping 
with your right hand. it's not a huge stretch. you can pick the notes and 
change the pattern...for example...try... 10th fret pinky pull off to the index 
finger at 5th fret then 8th fret ring finger pull off to 5th fret and repeat that in
sixteenth notes. sounds cool and looks cool. and that pattern can be 
repeated using the same pentatonic root note system as stated above for 
the tapping. once again i hope i haven't made it sound confusing. i might 
have to make a video of this to show how simple it is. 


